As Of November 2012: Of 127 Newly-Flagged Al-Awlaki Videos, 16 Removed

On September 26, 2012, MEMRI flagged 127 YouTube videos of Anwar Al-Awlaki, as well as tributes to him. To date, 16 out of 127 flagged videos have been removed. In all cases of removal, a message appeared stating that the removal was "because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service" or "The YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated due to multiple third-party notifications of copyright infringement."

Tributes To Al-Awlaki

The following are videos on YouTube that are not of or by Anwar Al-Awlaki, but are tributes to and in memory of him:

1. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al Awalki may Allah have mercy on him Part I." Posted on YouTube on December 20, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,431 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZibvdSwU7ak&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQXFd3NXs0I&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oej0_XKVMho&feature=related
4. Title: "SHEIKH IMRAN HOSEIN PAYS TRIBUTE TO IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI (rahimahullah)." Posted on YouTube on November 17, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 13,002 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCbe4JfR31M&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2lKsOCyGA&feature=related
6. Title: "Tribute to Sheikh Imam Anwar Al-Awlaki(Rahaimaullah)..." Posted on YouTube on October 20, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 2,499 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHlfXuApAw8&feature=related

10. Title: "Salaatul Janazah For Sheikh Anwar Al Awlaki." Posted on YouTube on October 3, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 14,376 views. Inactive as of November 14, 2012: "The YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated due to multiple third-party notifications of copyright infringement."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTI9GqK53JY&feature=related
Videos Of Al-Awlaki

The following videos are of Al-Awlaki himself and/or of his works.

11. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Guantanamo Lecture (Banned in Britain)." Posted on YouTube on July 27, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 988 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGK09JOiAyY

12. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Ayat Al-Kursi." Posted on YouTube on August 15, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 410 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8dxmcgAx30&feature=BFa&list=UUHyHv5Ws0ijp5Q0u90ZDdIg
13. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Jihad is not dependent on a particular Land." Posted on YouTube on August 11, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 71 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5sG0xjn6SU&feature=bf_prev&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jpp5Q0u90ZDdlg

14. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Jihad is not dependent on a battle." Posted on YouTube on August 11, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 65 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swX2yDgnJLk&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jpp5Q0u90ZDdlg
15. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Jihad doesn't depend on an individual(s)." Posted on YouTube on August 11, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 527 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSWq0HmLvOQ&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Wsl0jip5Q0u90ZDdIg

16. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: State The Of Ummah." Posted on YouTube on August 6, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 123 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDsHAQ1L7uo&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Wsl0jip5Q0u90ZDdIg
17. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Salman al-Farsi's (RA) Quest for Truth." Posted on YouTube on August 6, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 490 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14q2QBdfMnk&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jjp5Q0u90ZDdlg

18. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: The Meccan Minority." Posted on YouTube on August 6, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 117 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5c6JJq_TV0&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jjp5Q0u90ZDdlg
19. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: 25 Promises from Allah to the Believers." Posted on YouTube on August 6, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 369 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012 "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

[YouTube video player]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsApkOKDPc&feature=bf_next&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jjpQ0u90ZDdlG

20. Title: "Imam Anwar Al-Awlaki Constants of Jihad Lecture 1." Posted on YouTube on October 18, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,357 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

[YouTube video player]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dN_iJvhsto&feature=related
21. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Battle of The Hearts and Minds." Posted on YouTube on July 22, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 170 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkoUl2Y6RAE&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jjp5Q0u90ZDdlg&index=40&feature=plcp

22. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Allah is Preparing Us For Victory." Posted on YouTube on July 22, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 98 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnlV0PTokP0&feature=BFa&list=UUHyHv5Ws0jjp5Q0u90ZDdlg
23. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Who were the Khawarij." Posted on YouTube on July 22, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 216 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymgk_a0mU6g&feature=BFa&list=UUh3Hv5Ws0jip5Q0u90ZDdIg


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkNxFJrH1l4&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLMbd8Ip78&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=17&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-peWu4TeCY&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=16&feature=plcp
27. Title: "IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI THE CONSTANTS JIHAAD - 3 OF 22.wmv." Posted on YouTube on December 15, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 582 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiLN5H1L194&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=15&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huTjQ7G54&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=14&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1znAH-W0aTc&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=13&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zt2Iq1maRKA&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=12&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McOL-OFO7_E&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=11&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enog2NdGi4&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=10&feature=plcp
33. Title: "IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI THE CONSTANTS JIHAAD - 12 OF 22." Posted on YouTube on December 15, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 202 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2xN5HW1_JQ&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7Ig1A&index=9&feature=plcp

34. Title: "IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI THE CONSTANTS JIHAAD - 15 OF 22.wmv." Posted on YouTube on December 15, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 150 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USHVpbeIIZY&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7Ig1A&index=7&feature=plcp
35. Title: "IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI THE CONSTANTS JIHAD - 16 OF 22.wmv." Posted on YouTube on December 15, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 157 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmVmJb6P3k8&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7IG1A&index=6&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HjZKzpJRrk&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7IG1A&index=5&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhY8nJvxn_w&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=4&feature=plcp

38. Title: "IMAM ANWAR AL AWLAKI THE CONSTANTS JIHAAD - 20 OF 22.wmv." Posted on YouTube on December 15, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 140 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1vXCuv Bh2Y&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=3&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0uZL3BjMBc&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=2&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqB1a1vJp2g&list=UUg4W4unu-CLz7s2Myb7lG1A&index=1&feature=plcp
41. Title: "Al Awlaki exposes the American and Saudi regimes, act quickly before this is blocked." Posted on YouTube on June 24, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 127 views. Inactive as of October 9, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3N4Sa34TQ5U

42. Title: "A Strong Message to the American People from the Sheikh Anwar before his martyrdom." Posted on YouTube on December 21, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 6,382 views. Inactive as of November 14, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RomWzOhCaQ&feature=related
43. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki: Your membership in Mohammad's nation is not free." Posted on YouTube on October 16, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 7,049 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KT8N6vlYczw&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nGE55B_4Jw&feature=related
45. Title: "A valuable and beautiful lecture by Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki – may Allah have mercy on him." Posted on YouTube on March 27, 2012; as of October 23, 2012 had 5,434 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asBwM5rOjI8&feature=related

46. Title: "Yemen: The killing of a leader in the Al Qaeda organization Anwar Naaser Al-Awlaki." Posted on YouTube on September 30, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 2,491 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-0se4vtVQ4&feature=related
47. Title: "Anwar al Awlaki Anwar Al-awlaki or Al-Awlaqi and Invation of Iraq - YouTube.flv" Posted on YouTube on September 30, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 2,678 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4bNuOJbcaE&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=683qBMcGLNw&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=1&feature=plpp_video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A03qwxkntpA&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=2&feature=plpp_video


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9beVz-0KQE&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=3&feature=plpp_video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sx-SQYvboFE&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=4&feature=plpp_video


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbxz5kzP84&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=5&feature=plpp_video
Inquiry & Analysis


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkNxFJrHIL4&feature=plcp


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t86HmW_qDwI&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61&index=7&feature=plpp_video


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9SKrXZmXVg&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkQ5hMGPq_w&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi8L7XHFRY4&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

60. Title: "Anwar Awlaki Actions which lead to hell fire." Posted on YouTube on August 13, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,462 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUD2iccyqTY&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3L2fGBhAh3g&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rMbsl2-FhM&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7g-QJVbJZ0&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

64. Title: "Shaykh Anwar Awlaki - How To Respond To An Atheist." Posted on YouTube on July 28, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 9,252 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xe-4qIDxpj0&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61
65. Title: "Shaykh Anwar Awlaki - The Grave (Whole Talk)." Posted on YouTube on August 1, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 13,983 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t66TgmFH9Es&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_LHDLmLCeg&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yue4dX2hS50&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovXWc6FirsI&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4g4jKWh5VE&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmI8vujG2SQ&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fx5SV1UAS0&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC0wzGdmeug&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV5sQrVphgE&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4CqFT6yOrc&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSr-JQ-x_HU&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZATudhJp1YE&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1sz-gXIGC4&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cK95XZTP2ok&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpYh8CDLnXM&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nz133JTTtI8&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

83. Title: "Ad-Dajjal (The Antichrist) and Esa (Jesus) RA (Part 2/2) By Sheikh Anwar Al Awlaki." Posted on YouTube on August 10, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 7,303 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfsO01rFxw&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jA6J4VXNUE&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW34fqtshTM&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4sVDs18IB4&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPrcYnpmv3g&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXjEjPAWG1k&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61
89. Title: "Shaykh Anwar Awlaki - The Battle Of Uhud Part 2/5." Posted on YouTube on July 29, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,526 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfD_JpGVdIY&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvHDLGxwyBs&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2etMLZFZGc&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITV5JLHVDfw&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uA1ABxBj9eE&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt5TnLmsxEI&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfjJi5crmpM&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irwTxwMwMu0&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pk-hR8fNkbk&feature=bf_next&list=PLB795B87C7EA2FE61


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfeL-8xCWVc&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuMg_8jNIJk&feature=related

102. Title: "Awlaki Interview." Posted on YouTube on October 19, 2011; as of October 9, 2012 had 1,021 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Blp-PEKd5JM&feature=related
103. Title: "NEW: Anwar Al Awlaki - Tribute Video (EMOTIONAL)." Posted on YouTube on November 10, 2011; as of October 9, 2012 had 14,693 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oej0_XKVMho&feature=related

104. Title: "LAST MESSAGE TO THE WEST Anwar al Awlaki may Allah have mercy on him  Imam." Posted on YouTube on January 25, 2012; as of October 5, 2012 had 17,622 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeUqvE-h--w&feature=related
105. Title: "Anwar al Awlaki Exposes America's Dirty War on Terror & the Conditions!." Posted on YouTube on June 7, 2010; as of October 5, 2012 had 3,252 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x64a531pN9M&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cksfIqzv6Dw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92FJPJGR0AA&feature=related

108. Title: "Which Jama'a To Join- By Imam Anwar Al-Awlaki (Part-1)." Posted on YouTube on June 14, 2010; as of October 5, 2012 had 16,863 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tI46_ZEAKhU&feature=related
109. Title: "Shaykh Anwar Al-Awlaki - Rectify Your Eeman!." Posted on YouTube on November 18, 2009; as of October 5, 2012 had 12,723 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ht4hqfh6XWk&feature=related

110. Title: "'It's a War Against Islam' by Anwar Al-Awlaki 2/2." Posted on YouTube on March 30, 2008; as of October 5, 2012 had 17,548 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMr8-anAaOk&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j15T8fMgY8Y&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JByvsSE4gs&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_TQmJh1h9Q&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ao5PUvxUFI4&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YRi8Me9Cl&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwUxUbwTgA&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmID0AgZKFo&feature=related

118. Title: "Imam Anwar al Awlaki - PMSODJ - The Unfulfilling Leader." Posted on YouTube on July 6, 2008; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,780 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80gOCTH9YYg&feature=related
119. Title: "NEW Anwar Al Awlaki." Posted on YouTube on February 8, 2010; as of October 4, 2012 had 31,112 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpBFDzT1gEU&feature=related

120. Title: "Anwar Alawlaki or Al-Awlaqi and Invation of Iraq." Posted on YouTube on September 30, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 2,666 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4bNuOJbcaE&feature=related
121. Title: "The Sahabas The Best Generation by Anwar Al Awlaki (remix)." Posted on YouTube on March 31, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 3,269 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMoWanPBhoQ&feature=related


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcSgoCJrANE&feature=related
123. Title: "Sheikh Anwar Al Awlaki | Al-Malhama and Al-Malahem (The Battles with Romans & Jews)." Posted on YouTube on July 22, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 2,983 views. Inactive as of November 14, 2012: "This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOw7RiQ2IP8&feature=related

124. Title: "Virtues Of Martyrs by (imam anwar al awlaki)." Posted on YouTube on March 4, 2012; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,813 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB6N5UMN7ok&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A03qwxkntpA&feature=related

126. Title: "Virtues-Of-Martyrs by (imam anwar al awlaki)." Posted on YouTube on November 3, 2011; as of October 4, 2012 had 1,799 views. Still active as of October 18, 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJTUIVn89KE&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=We91CKWOEgg&feature=related

* Steven Stalinsky is Executive Director of MEMRI; Eliot Zweig is a Research Fellow at MEMRI.

_________________________

1 Note: All grammatical and spelling mistakes and non-standard English in the clip titles are in the original.